
In the first two lessons, we focused on animating
the properties of layers. However, your sources may
have built-in animation of their own – namely,

the frame-to-frame movement inside a video clip.
Therefore, we’re going to spend a good portion of
this lesson showing how to move a clip in time,
edit its in and out points, and work with its frame
rate and ability to loop. From there, we’ll move
onto combining clips using Blending Modes – the
“secret sauce” that creates rich, deeply layered looks.
We’ll end by showing alternate ways to work with
effects, including using Adjustment Layers and
taking advantage of Animation Presets.

Working with Layers
Before we get into trimming and editing, first let’s take a
refresher course on the significance behind how layers are
stacked in the Timeline panel.

1 Open this lesson’s project file Lesson_03.aep – you will
be using it for the exercises in this lesson. In the Project
panel, open the Comps folder, then double-click the comp
01-Layer Practice*starter to open it. 

2 In a typical two-dimensional comp such as this one,
layers closer to the top in the timeline stack also appear
closer to the top in the comp viewer. This is particularly 
an issue with full-frame footage, as a layer can completely
obscure the layer behind it.

Note that this timeline has three layers, none of which
are as long as the comp – their colored layer bars have
“open air” before and after them. 
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Layer Control

� In This Lesson
58 layers and stacking order
59 moving layers in time
60 trimming layers
61 trimming in the Layer and Footage panels
62 slip editing
63 Sequence Layers assistant
65 looping footage
66 image sequences
67 changing the frame rate
67 Time Stretch
68 Blending Modes
70 effects and solids
71 animating the effect point
73 Effects & Presets panel
73 searching for effects
74 Animation Presets
77 Behavior presets
78 Adjustment Layers
79 “Instant Sex”
80 non-square pixels

Learning how to trim layers and enhance them using Blending Modes and effects.
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� Getting Started
Make sure you have copied the Lesson 03-Layer Control
folder from this book’s disc onto your hard drive, and make
note of where it is; it contains the project file and sources
you need for this lesson. Open the file Lesson_03.aep to
work through the exercises in this lesson.
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2 Studying the timeline (above) allows you to easily “read” which
layer will play when. Layers on top are drawn on top of layers they
overlap underneath, such as here where the NYC footage overlaps
the jet landing. “Ghosted” areas of layer bars indicate there are
additional frames of footage that are currently trimmed away.
Selected layers are drawn darker than deselected ones. 

3 Dragging NYC Pandown below the Jet
Landing layer in the timeline (above) results
in the jet being drawn on top in the Comp
panel (below). Footage courtesy Artbeats/
Transportation.

With an eye on the Comp panel, scrub the current time marker between 
00:00 and 10:00, and notice how the image switches as the first layer bar ends.

3 In the Timeline panel, grab the first layer and drag it just below the second
layer. Now scrub the current time marker, and note the change: Even though it
is not the top layer in the comp, the second layer plays first, because the layer
above it doesn’t start until later.

Practice swapping layers while scrubbing the time marker until you have a
solid grasp on the interaction between layer stacking order, and when they start
and stop in the comp.

Moving Layers in Time
With layers, there are two sets of times we are interested in: the layer’s internal
in and out points which determine what portion of the clip we use, and its
external in and out points which determine when a trimmed layer starts and
stops in the comp. You can edit these separately or together. We’ll continue
working in 01-Layer Practice to demonstrate this; Jet Landing.mov should be
the top layer at this point.

4 Along the bottom left of the Timeline panel is an icon of a pair of brackets.
Click on this icon to expose the In, Out, Duration, and Stretch columns in the
Timeline panel. Then right-click on the top of the Stretch column and select
Hide This; you won’t need it here.
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4 Click on the Expand or Collapse
In/Out/Stretch/Duration button in the
lower left corner of the Timeline panel to
reveal these parameters. Then right-click
on the Stretch column header to hide it.



5 Place the current time marker where it overlaps the first layer. In the timeline,
click in the middle (not the ends) of the layer bar and drag it left and right 
along the timeline while watching the Comp panel; note that the frame being 
displayed changes. As a result, the layer will play earlier or later in the comp. 
Notice how the In and Out times in the Timeline panel change, but the duration
doesn’t – this is confirmation that you’re not trimming the layer, just sliding it.

• A good shortcut to slide a layer is to place the current time marker where you
want a layer to start, make sure the layer is selected, and press [ (the left square
bracket) – the layer will move so that its In point matches the current time.

• To move a selected layer so that it ends at the current time marker, press ]
(the right square bracket). Note that these shortcuts also work when multiple
layers are selected. When you’re done experimenting, drag layer 1 so that you
can see both its In and Out points in the timeline.

Trimming Layers
Oftentimes you don’t want to use all the frames in a movie clip. There are
several ways to non-destructively trim a layer: 

6 Place the current time marker
where it overlaps the first layer.
Click and drag the start of the layer
bar: Its In and Duration times
change, but the frame being dis-
played in the comp does not change (unless you trim it so much that you reveal
the layer underneath). You can do the same to its Out point. This is referred to as
trimming a layer “in place” because you are not sliding which frame of the
footage will play at a given point in time. Note the “ghosted” area of the layer

bar that shows how much you have trimmed off the front.

7 Time for more shortcuts, this time for trimming layers: 

• Place your current time marker where you want the 
layer to start, such as when the plane’s tires first touch 
the runway. Select this layer, and type O[ on Mac 
(A[ on Windows) – the layer will be trimmed in place 
to start at this time. The out point stays the same, and the
duration changes.

• To trim the out point to the current time without
moving the layer, select it and type O] (A]). The in
point stays the same, and the duration changes. Note that
these shortcuts also work when multiple layers are selected. 
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� insider knowledge
The Quality Switch

After Effects defaults to using Best Quality
when rendering layers. This means
animated layers are positioned with 16 bits
of precision within each pixel of a comp to
create exceptionally smooth movement,
and transformations and effects are anti-
aliased to produce smooth rather than
jaggy edges. Draft Quality renders pixels
with just “nearest neighbor” resolution,
which is faster, but looks a bit rough. 
Click the Quality switch to toggle a layer 
to Draft Quality (dotted line); click again 
to toggle back to Best Quality (solid line).
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� tip
Splitting Layers
To split (divide) a layer into two at the current time, select 
Edit > Split Layer. This will duplicate the layer and automatically 
trim both copies so that they meet up at the split. Any keyframes 
and effects will appear on both layers after splitting. 

� tip
Ins and Outs
To quickly locate the current time marker
to a layer’s in point, select it and type i. 
To locate to its out point, type o.

Draft QualityBest Quality
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is the forward comp; the Footage panel will

verify this with its “Edit Target” in its lower

right corner. Click on the Overlay Edit button

to add this clip into a new top track in the

comp beginning at the current time without

disturbing the other layers. The Ripple Edit

button has the added function of splitting

any underlying clips at the insertion point

and moving all of the later clips after the 

new clip is done.

Those with an editing background might be

used to trimming a clip in a separate clip

window. You can work like this in After

Effects as well:

• In the timeline, double-click any layer to

open its Layer panel. To see the original layer

before any masks or effects are applied, set

the View popup to None or turn off the

Render button. Trim the clip’s in and out

points by dragging the ends of the layer bar

in this panel’s timeline, or press the In button

(the { icon below the ruler) to set the in point

to the current frame. Either way, when you

change the in point in the Layer panel, the

layer will slide in time to maintain the same

start point in the composition. Trimming in

the Timeline panel doesn’t offer this feature. 

• You can trim a clip before you even add 

it to your comp. In the Project panel, select

one of the movies in the Sources folder,

press O (A) and double-click it to open 

its Footage panel. The trimming controls are

identical to the Layer panel. 

To add the trimmed clip to your comp,

make sure the comp you want it to appear in

� Double-click a layer to open it in its Layer
panel, where you can focus on its internal in
and out points – how it has been trimmed,
regardless of how it is being used in a comp.

� Trimming in Other Panels
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� Trimming in the Layer panel affects the In and Out points relative to the source clip, but
does not change its In point in the comp’s timeline (notice the two “In” times are different
here). You can also click the { button (circled in red) to set the in point to the current frame.

� Opening a source from the Project panel into its own Footage panel allows you
to trim the source before overlay- or ripple-inserting it into the currently forward
composition. Footage courtesy Artbeats/Timelapse Cityscapes.



Slip Edit
We’ll finish our editing tour with the Slip Edit tool. This is a great way to change
the portion of a clip that plays without disturbing its overall timing in a comp.

8 Trim the in and out points of the layer you’ve been working with so that you
see some “ghost” layer bar at its head and tail. Place the current time marker in
the middle of the layer, and hover the cursor over the ghost areas until you see 
a two-headed arrow bracketed by two lines: This is the Slip Edit tool. Click and
drag while this tool is visible; note that the In, Out, and Duration values do not
change, but the frame visible in the Comp panel does. How far you can slip a
layer is determined by how much trimmed space exists at its head or tail. This 
is a lot faster than sliding a layer, then re-trimming its ends!

9 Sometimes, you will not be able to see the ghosted portions of the layer 
bar – maybe you are zoomed into the middle of the clip in the timeline, or it
extends beyond the end of the comp. You can still use the Slip Edit tool. 

Type y to switch to the Pan Behind tool we introduced in the previous
lesson. Now you will get the Slip Edit tool when you hover over the layer bar
itself; drag the layer and try it out! Don’t forget to type v to return to the
normal Selection tool when you’re done.

10 Life gets more interesting when the layers you are sliding or trimming have
keyframes as well. For example, open comp 02-Layers & Keyframes*starter.
Type Ca (La) to Select All, then t to reveal their Opacity keyframes.
These perform crossfades between the layers. 

Note that because we were working with full-frame sources, we animated
Opacity only for the topmost layer; if we also animated the lower layer, both
layers would be semi-transparent and the background color would show through.

• Keyframes are attached to frames in the source, not frames in the comp. Move
layer 2 in time by dragging its layer bar, and notice that its keyframes go along
for the ride. Undo to return layer 2 to its original location. 

• Place the current time marker at around 10:00 so it’s over layer 2, and use the
Slip Edit tool to slide the layer. In this case, the keyframes remain in the same
place in the comp. This is really useful for occasions when the keyframes need 
to keep the same timing relationship to the rest of the composition. 

• Now select the Opacity keyframes near the out point of layer 2, and perform 
a slip edit. As you drag, selected keyframes should remain selected and move
along with the movie; keyframes that are not selected won’t move. (Note that
this behavior is broken in version 7.0; instead, all keyframes are deselected as
soon as you start to slip edit!) If keyframes are timed to the overall composition –
such as fades – deselect them to leave them in place. If keyframes are timed to a
clip – such as a rotoscoping mask – select them to have them move with the clip. 

9 By selecting the Pan Behind tool (above),
you can slip edit a layer by dragging its layer
bar. This is especially handy if you can’t see
the start or end of the layer in the Timeline
panel (below). When you’re done, type v
to return to the Selection tool.
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10 If you slip edit with keyframes
deselected, the keyframes will not move
relative to the comp, meaning they keep
their same relationship to other layers.

If keyframes are related to specific frames 
in the layer (such as with masking and
“rotoscoping” keyframes) then they should
be preselected before you slip edit so that
they keep the same relationship to the layer.

8 Place the cursor over the ghosted area
of a layer bar, and the Slip Edit tool will
appear. This allows you to edit the frames
of the source that will be played back
without moving its In and Out points in
the comp’s overall timeline.



Sequence Layers
After Effects can automate some common editing tasks.
Let’s start with a group of layers that are supposed to play
back end to end:

1 Open the comp 03a-Sequence – Full Frame*start. It contains four already
trimmed layers that are placed at the start of the comp. 

2 Type Ca (La) to Select All, then choose the menu item Animation >
Keyframe Assistant > Sequence Layers. For now, turn the Overlap option off, and
click OK. The layers are automatically placed end to end. 

3 Undo to get back to your initial timing. With the layers still selected, type t
to reveal their Opacity, and let’s talk about that Overlap option.

• Right-click on one of the layer bars
and select Keyframe Assistant >
Sequence Layers again. When the
dialog opens, enable the Overlap
button. This automatically creates
crossfades determined by the Duration
value. For now, use the default
Duration of 01:00, and set Transition
to Dissolve Front Layer. 

• Click OK, and preview. The layers have been arranged to have one second of
overlap, and the layer on top fades out to reveal the layer underneath.

4 When you have layers that cover the entire frame – or otherwise perfectly
line up and cover each other – you want to use the Dissolve Front Layer option.
To verify why, undo and try step 3 again using the Cross Dissolve option instead,
then scrub the time marker around where layers overlap: There will be a dip in
opacity as the layer on top fades out while the layer underneath is fading up. 

5 The Cross Dissolve option comes in handy if you have layers of different
sizes, or layers with interesting alpha channels: 

• Open the comp 03b-Sequence – Alpha*starter that contains a number of 3D
wireframe renders.

• Select All, and press t to reveal Opacity. 

• Apply Sequence Layers, using the Dissolve Front Layer option. Notice how the
layer underneath “pops” on through the transparent areas of the layer on top?

• Undo, and try again using the Cross Dissolve Front and Back Layers option.
Opacity keyframes are created for both the outgoing and incoming layer. Much
nicer, yes?
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2 Selecting layers and applying Sequence
Layers with Overlap disabled (above) results
in the layers being placed end to end (top).

3 Enabling the Overlap option in Sequence
Layers (above) both overlaps the layers by
the specified duration, and creates Opacity
keyframes so that they will crossfade (top).

� tip
Sequence and Slip
After performing Sequence Layers, you can
then slip edit moving footage to adjust the
frames you see without disrupting the
overall timing.
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� Solo Switches
When layers are stacked on top of each

other, it can be difficult to see what each

one looks like. Use the Solo switches (the

hollow circle to the

left of the padlock)

to preview them

individually: 

• For instance,

turn on the Solo

switch for layer 4 to

see it in isolation;

layers 1–3 will temporarily be disabled

and their eyeballs will be grayed out. 

• Then turn on the Solo switch for 

layer 3 to preview it; notice that layer 4

remains solo’d. 

• O (A) + click on the Solo switch

for layer 2. Only layer 2 will be solo’d. 

All other layers are disabled.

When you’re done, and you want to

see all the layers again, turn off the Solo

switch for all layers. If you turn them all

on, any layers you add to the comp in

the future won’t be displayed unless you

solo them also! 

6 To quickly trim layers to have the same
duration, line them up to start together, and
trim their ends as a group (above). Then use
Sequence layers to automatically spread them
across time, with crossfades (right). Photos
courtesy Wildscaping.com.

6 Time to put a few tricks together. Open the comp 03c-Sequence –
trim*starter. Say you want to crossfade between its photographs at a nice,
orderly pace:

• Select layer 4, then S+click to select layer 1. This will select all layers,
but from the bottom up (layer 4 will then be sequenced first in time). 

• Type OH (AH) to make them all begin at the start of the comp.

• If you want a layer to play for four seconds and then crossfade for one,
each layer needs to have a total duration of five seconds. Since After Effects
starts counting at 0, move the time marker to 04:29 for a five second 
duration, and type O] (A]) to trim their out points.

• Right-click on one of the layer bars and select Keyframe Assistant >
Sequence Layers. Set the Overlap > Duration to 01:00 crossfade time. 
(Which Transition option should you use for full-frame sources?) Click OK. 

• Press t to show the Opacity keyframes, and RAM Preview. Our version is
in the Comps_Finished folder. Save your project at this point.
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Looping Footage
You now know how to shorten footage; how can you make it longer? You could
increase the Time Stretch value, but that also slows down the playback speed.
Fortunately, some clips have been designed to be seamlessly “looped” or
repeated. After Effects can make them look like one long clip:

1 In this lesson’s Project panel, locate and open Comps > 04-Looping
Footage*starter. It should be empty.

2 Back in the Project panel, select the folder My Sources so that the file you’re
about to import will automatically sort into it. Type Ci (Li) to open the
Import File dialog.

Navigate to where you copied this lesson’s files onto your computer and open
the Lesson 03 > 03_Sources > Movies folder. Select the file Clock+Skyline.mov,
and click Open. 

Double-click this movie in the Project panel to
open its QuickTime player. Play it, and watch what
happens when the movie reaches the end: It looks the
same as it did at its beginning, indicating this footage
file is a candidate for looping. Close the player.

3 Type C/ (L/) to add it to the already open
comp 04_Looping Footage. This clip is 10 seconds
long, but the comp is 30 seconds long – you can see 
it doesn’t reach the end.

Select Clock+Skyline.mov in the Project panel 
(not the Timeline), and type Cf (Lf) to open
its Interpret Footage dialog. Near the bottom in the
Other Options section is a parameter called Loop.
Enter 3 here (3 × 10 = 30), and click OK.

4 Back in the comp, you will now see the “ghost”
layer bar after the layer’s Out Point, indicating it can
be longer. Press End to jump to the end of the comp,
select Clock+Skyline.mov, and type O] (A]) 
to re-trim its Out Point to this time.

Practice importing, looping, and extending the
other files you find in the Lesson 03 > 03_Sources 
> Movies or > Wireframes folders on your drive.
Normal footage files of people and places don’t loop
cleanly, but other items – such as the wireframe 3D
renders – do. 
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3 The movie is initially not long enough to play for the entire comp
(above). However, it was designed to be looped. Open it in the Interpret
Footage dialog (below) and Loop it 3 times. 

4 After you loop the movie, you will see that the ghosted (trimmed)
duration of its layer bar now reaches to the end of the comp (above).
Re-trim its Out Point to reach the end (below).
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1 Play the Clock+Skyline.mov in the
Quicktime Player and it will seamlessly loop.
However, it won’t automatically loop when
After Effects uses it as footage. Footage
courtesy Artbeats/Digital Biz.
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